3745-512-01  Construction - applicability and general compliance.

(A) The rules in this multi-program chapter shall apply when referenced in either of the following:

(1) A rule in a program chapter.

(2) A rule in another multi-program chapter that was made applicable by a rule in a program chapter.

Program chapters are Chapters 3745-520 to 3745-599 of the Administrative Code.

(B) General compliance.

(1) The applicant, owner, or operator shall test, construct and certify engineered components as required by this chapter.

(2) Any exception to the applicability of paragraph (B)(1) of this rule will be made by the program chapter. If an engineered component is not included in the facility's design as required in the program chapter, this chapter does not require that the engineered component be constructed. However, if an engineered component is included in the facility's design, and has not yet been constructed, then paragraph (B)(1) of this rule is applicable.
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